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June 10, 2016 
 
Dear Mr Moore 
 
As an advisory Panel member, I believe that we should pay special attention to Black SeaBass 
management efforts.  In particular, we need to consider the methodology being used to 
establish annual catch limits, and the state by state allocation of recreational seabass quotas.   
 
With respect to state recreational quotas, it seems as if history is repeating itself, and managers 
making the same mistakes that they had made when managing fluke.  Once again, neighboring 
states have wildly different regulations, which lead to angler discontent.  It also leads to 
noncompliance, as fishermen in New York, which have a season that doesn’t open until July, 
look at their counterparts in neighboring states keeping black sea bass during May, and decide 
that they can do the same thing, whether or not the law allows.  Such non‐compliance issue is 
on the rise. It seems as if black sea bass management is going backwards, and the sea bass are 
paying the price.   
 
With respect to black sea bass management, I am hoping that the upcoming stock assessment 
is a good one.  Fishermen are seeing an abundance of fish, yet are fishing pursuant to very strict 
regulations.  That is raising doubts in their mind as to the quality of fisheries management, and 
making them more likely to ignore regulations.  If they are ever to have faith in fishery 
management again, they need a stock assessment that reflects the reality that they see on the 
water; their confidence level is very low right now.    
 
Despite the abundance of black sea bass that we see every day off Long Island, our recreational 
black sea bass season doesn’t start until July.  That inevitably leads to widespread non‐
compliance, since the fish arrive in local waters by May.  This year, given the required reduction 
in landings, New York increased its size limit to 15 inches in order to maintain a reasonable 
season.  Bigger is not better.  Even with 2015’s  14 inch minimum size, 30% of the fish harvested 
by anglers were undersized. Now that New York will adopt a15 inch size limit, the writing is on 
the wall.  I believe that the non‐compliance rate will be at least 50%, and even that  may be too 
conservative.  New York is  surrounded by states fishing the same waters, which have adopted 
different seasons, sizes and bag limits. Does it sound like anything we know (perhaps former 
fluke management)?  Why can’t we learn from our own mistakes.   
 
On the commercial side, New York fishermen are given a 50 lbs per day quota.  Draggers trawl, 
get 300 lbs of fish, select their 50 lbs of jumbos and discard 250 lbs. of fish.  It makes no sense.  
With a mere 50 lbs NY quota, gear should be restricted to rod and reel fishing only to avoid so 
many discards, or the daily quotas should be aggregated into weekly quotas that allow 
fishermen to land multiple days’ quotas in a single day, and then refrain from fishing for the 
rest of the week. 
 
I have become very frustrated with this VPM—Very Poor Management‐‐process, and just want 
to make this already strong  fishery even stronger.  If  the upcoming stock assessment is 
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rejected, we can’t be sure that Jason McNamee can pull another 1,000,000 lbs of black sea bass 
of out his magical hat, althoughhe seems to be pretty good at it.    Yet without some 
improvement in the management process, which allows fishermen to renew their faith in the 
data and the management system, they will lose whatever confidence in the system they may 
still have, non‐compliance rates will grow even larger and the fishery will spin completely out of 
managers’ control. 
 
Thank you for considering my thoughts.  
 
Captain Steven R. Witthuhn 
AP  Black Sea Bass 
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Dancy, Kiley

From: James Fletcher <unfa34@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2016 1:52 PM
To: Dancy, Kiley
Subject: Re: Materials for June 22 SF/S/BSB Advisory Panel meeting

NEED FOR APP REPORTING ON RECREATIONAL!!! Please look at 81% recreational caught from private boats.  These 
BOATS ARE NOT SAMPLED BY DOCK SIDE DATA GATHERERS, 
Our recreational catch is 81% off,  
MUST HAVE TOTAL LENGTH & NO DISCARDS!!!     The stock assessment refused to look at DATA  to see where male fish 
were encountered in large numbers.  WHAT GOOD IS SO CALLED SCIENCE IF THEY WILL NOT UTILIZE THE DATA AS TO 
WHERE MALES FLOUNDERS ARE FOUND IN SURVEY?  PDT SHOULD BE ABLE TO MODEL 40 TO 60 INCHES OF FISH WITH 
NO DISCARDS!  THE STOCK ASSESSMENT SCIENCE REFUSES TO LOOK FOR WHERE MALE FISH ARE FOUND!  THE STOCK 

ASSESSMENT IS A SICK JOKE!  

From: James Fletcher [mailto:unfa34@gmail.com]  
Sent: Friday, June 17, 2016 11:10 AM 
To: Beaty, Julia <jbeaty@mafmc.org> 
Subject: Inter Research » MEPS » v250 » p263‐278 Enhancement of Summer Flounder? 

AS I WROTE EARLIER;  WE HAVE NO SAMPLING OF 70 TO 80 % OF PRIVATE BOATS USING 
PRIVATE  DOCK.   THE PHONE SURVEY WOULD ONLY COVER A SMALL PERCENTAGE,  APP 
FOR ALL RECREATIONAL FISHING IN EEZ THIS IS MAINLY PRIVATE BOATS AT PRIVATE 
DOCKS.   Council with private docks should not be able to vote on this issue. 

--  
James Fletcher 
United National Fisherman's Association 
123 Apple Rd. 
Manns Harbor, NC 27953 
252-473-3287 

http://www.int-res.com/abstracts/meps/v250/p263-278/   Can we Discuss regulations that will allow 
RANCHING   [GROWING FISH FROM ONE SIZE TO ANOTHER]    ILLEGAL TO POSSESS A DEAD 
FISH BELOW A SIZE.     RECREATIONAL ILLEGAL TO RETURN ANY FISH TO WATER.   THIS WOULD 
REDUCE SUMMER FLOUNDER  BSB & SCUP DISCARDS. 
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‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: James Fletcher [mailto:unfa34@gmail.com]  
Sent: Friday, June 17, 2016 11:15 AM 
To: Beaty, Julia <jbeaty@mafmc.org>; ARTHUR D SMITH <artsmith@gotricounty.com> 
Subject: Flounder Stock Enhancement: ‐ Walsh_04192012.pdf 

http://www.lib.noaa.gov/about/news/Walsh_04192012.pdf   ENHANCEMENT 

‐‐  
James Fletcher 
United National Fisherman's Association 
123 Apple Rd. 
Manns Harbor, NC 27953 
252‐473‐3287 

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: James Fletcher [mailto:unfa34@gmail.com]  
Sent: Friday, June 17, 2016 11:34 AM 
To: Beaty, Julia <jbeaty@mafmc.org>; ARTHUR D SMITH <artsmith@gotricounty.com>; Rob Oreilly 
<rob.oreilly@mrc.virginia.gov> 
Subject: Fishery Journal ‐ 37_fisheryjournal_1991.pdf 

http://global.yamaha‐motor.com/business/omdo/project/fishery/journal/pdf/37_fisheryjournal_1991.pdf  
THIS IS 1980'S  SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY.   WHEN WILL MID ATLANTIC FISHERY  
MANAGEMENT  DISCUSS ENHANCEMENT & RANCHING OF SUMMER FLOUNDERS?      
PLEASE FORWARD TO ADVISERS AND READ PORTION CONCERNING STOCK ENHANCEMENT. 

‐‐  
James Fletcher 
United National Fisherman's Association 
123 Apple Rd. 
Manns Harbor, NC 27953 
252‐473‐3287 



Comments for upcoming AP meeting June 22, 2016 

I would like to present the following input for discussion and inclusion regarding the FMP for summer 
flounder: 

I will comment in the order it is presented on the worksheet:  Comprehensive Summer Flounder 
Amendment: Issues for Development. 

Commercial/Recreational Allocation: 

I feel the current allocation based on previous years catch ratios be revisited. My perspective, 
being a member of the charter boat sector, and my observations and discussions with the recreational 
sector, show a significant decline in the number of trips for fluke, number of successful trips for fluke, 
number of charter boats fishing for fluke, and number of recreational boats fishing for fluke.  

I would suggest that since the council and commission function under the NMFS which is an 
entity under the auspices of the Department of Commerce, that economic considerations be the 
primary driver of our decisions in regards to allocations, particularly keeping in mind the economic 
health of existing fishery related businesses.  

Fluke, for certain, more than any other species, is the primary driver of economic activity in the 
recreational sector in the mid Atlantic region. A majority of fishing activity and money spent in all 
sectors of the recreational sector, revolves around this fishery, and the importance of the fluke 
population sustainability and proper fishery regulations and allocations, should not be underestimated. 

I would suggest the following thought process when considering allocations. Each fluke has an 
economic value to both the recreational and commercial sector. Based on economic driven activity, it is 
within the realm of our SSC that the economic value of a fluke for each sector can be ascertained. While 
this may be a new concept to consider, I feel it is at the basis of what we are trying to achieve under the 
guidelines of the Magnuson provisions, a sustainable fishery preserving the rights of the fishery sectors 
and community related businesses.  

Of primary consideration is the health of the stock as no businesses will thrive if we do not 
manage the species well. Viability of our fishery sectors is important as well as it is based on the 
economics of the fisheries involved. Species that are more economically important to one sector vs 
another should be allocated in accordance so that both sectors continue to thrive under tough economic 
conditions. 

New MRIP data……..survey via mail data vs older telephone survey data: 

We have been presented data suggesting that the recreational catch may be as much as 3 times 
previously captured data. I have previously sent in comments on using this type of intercept data and 
the historical inaccuracy of this type of data under the older MRFFS and newer MRIP configurations. In 
these comments I implore that such data types are too inherently flawed and can lead to devastating 
and economically disastrous consequences.  

As Magnuson requires that the recreational catch be quantified, we have struggled for many 
years since MRFFS data was first used in 1979. It was hoped that the national registration of saltwater 



fishermen would prove a valuable base to tap into for surveying the public under MRIP guidelines, but 
alas, it has been discovered that a very large percentage of fishing activity occurs by individuals not 
registered. 

 For years, this type of intercept data has been proven to be inaccurate and our fishery scientists have 
struggled, having to use uncertainty factors in their formulas, to come up with ABC and ACL 
recommendations. I strongly suggest, that once and for all, this whole program subset of data collection 
be abandoned and substituted with more believable and reliable data such as dock side surveys, fish 
counters on head boats, percent of boats fishing via direct observations, etc.  

To conclude my comment of this subject………..Whatever modifications are made to the 
commercial vs recreational allocation, the final driving factor needs to be the sustainability of the 
economic health of existing businesses in both sectors. Our decision can have drastic consequences if 
not thought out well. 

 

Conservation Equivalency: 

 I remain strongly opposed to our current regionalized management approach to summer 
flounder for the following reasons. 

 It is obvious to all that if we had the same size and number limit for the whole east coast that 
this would not work due to the spatial distribution of the fluke population. Fishermen in some states 
would be able to keep no catch due to unavailability of the species, unavailability of the species in that 
time frame, or unavailability of fish in that size parameter. 

 Suppose we divided the east coast in half, would the imposition of one regulatory statute on the 
northern half and a separate one of the southern half work? Again, the answer is no for the above 
reasons. 

 I would suggest, regional management does the same thing. All those who have been involved 
in the fluke fishery for many years have seen the dynamics of the spatial distribution change. We all 
have seen the changes in the fisheries in our individual states where we fish. The larger the territories 
involved in any grouping of fishery regulations, the harder it becomes to establish regulations that allow 
for viability of fishery related businesses within that state. 

 An example of this is the recent change in the regulations for the Delaware Bay, allowing 
regulations to be changed for this area more closely matched to the size fish on the southern fringes of 
the fluke biomass. This change hopefully will help those fishery related businesses survive, many others 
of which have already failed. Another example of is the allowance of a smaller fluke for shore based 
fishermen in Island Beach State Park. 

 Fluke regulations should be returned to a state by state basis such that fisheries can be 
regulated to accommodate the changes and availability of fluke populations within each state.  

 I would also suggest that state quotas not be based on historical standards, but instead on the 
economic importance of that species to that state. Number of fisherman targeting that species should 
be an important factor.  



Sector separation: 

 I would strongly discourage separating the recreational sector into for hire vs recreational or 
shore based vs boat based fisheries for the following reasons. 

 The complexity of our fishery regulatory process is already way too complex and totally out of 
the realm of understanding by over 99% of our fishery community. Discord between commercial and 
recreational sectors is enough to deal with without adding a whole new dysfunctional process of arguing 
over quota distribution between more sectors and deciding on that quota.  

 The shore based fishery encompasses such a small segment of our fishery (4%), that subdividing 
it from our recreational catch sector is surely not worthy. Furthermore, as this is such a small fishery, 
wasting more resources on trying to document the catch more than is already being done, is not 
productive in an economically challenged regulatory process where monies could be better spent 
elsewhere.  

 I know in some fisheries, say Bluefin tuna for example, different regulations exist between for 
hire vessels and recreational fishermen. One mightsuggest that since I am in the for hire sector of the 
fluke industry, I might argue for our own catch sector and fight for a larger segment of that quota. My 
interest is in fairness and congruity of our fishing segments and I feel any subsector divisions will not 
benefit the fluke population, sector financial health, or the ability of fishery related businesses to thrive.  

 

Recreational discards: 

 This continues to be a problem in the recreational industry. Due to the high size limit my discard 
ratio tends to be anywhere from 1 out of 4 to 1 out of 10. We still unfortunately continue to keep the 
best breeders of the stock.  

 For years we have had discussions on a slot size fishery and also on a cumulative length strategy 
both of which may help preserve more of the breeding segment. I feel it is worthwhile exploring these 
topics in the following manor. First, I have never seen what fluke fishing regulations would look like 
under these two types of systems.  

 I would suggest the SSC be given the task of working figures based on known parameters of our 
fluke population, and suggesting what regulations would look like under slot or cumulative length 
regulations to see if either of these is even feasible. It is hard for us to comment on such suggestions 
without knowing more about what the regulations might look like.  

 Second, if such regulations appear viable, I would suggest it be done on a small scale, say a 
portion of one state, to see if SSC projections turn out to be within expectations. 

 

Recreational gear requirements: 

 I am not in favor of regulating gear requirements at this time. I do feel however that 
recommendations should be made and distributed online where feasible and also as handouts at local 
tackle and bait shops.  



 Two gear recommendations should be made. One is to require J hook sizes no smaller then 5/0, 
demonstrated by a recent study to be ideal hook size for reducing the catch of small fish while not 
reducing the catch of keeper size fluke.  

 A second recommendation would be to use Kahle hooks or circle hooks for the use of non 
bucktail type of rigs. 

 

Data collection and protocols consideration: 

 As previously mentioned I strongly oppose the continued use of fishery dependent data sourced 
through phone or mail surveys. Students of survey data of all types are well aware of all the inherent 
inaccuracies of this type of data.  

 The for hire sector, and to a lesser extent the recreational sector are aware that the more fish 
they report, the more this will affect the quota for subsequent years. With social media being such a 
dominant force in our lives, the recreational sector will learn too that high catch reporting rates will be 
used against them. 

 I strongly suggest that only data derived by direct observations be used. The suggestion of using 
aps or any other survey reporting means have been and always will be flawed. Our SSC’s cannot produce 
proper ACL’s and ABC’s if we don’t give them good data. 

Other issues…….Commercial measures 

 Evaluate spawning/time area closures 

 I brought this up at the previous AP meeting and I feel we are being remiss by not exploring this 
issue. One of the prime considerations for the health of any stock is preserving the spawning ability of 
that species. While 2014 was a little better for recruitment index, the previous 4 years showed a low 
index, which is one of the reasons for the reduced biomass and subsequent reduced quotas for both 
industry sectors. 

 I am aware that many factors affect recruitment success including predation, SSB, and oceanic 
factors including variations in ocean temps and acidity. One factor we should not ignore, though, is 
harvesting these fish when they are at their prime spawning time.  

 I have read many studies, mostly done in the late 1980’s regarding spawning times of our 
offshore fluke population. We know that they are serial spawners and that the timing of the spawns is 
related to the north-south distribution of the fish in the fall and winter. As we know what areas the fluke 
are being harvested from, and when they are harvested, strongly suggest money should be allocated for 
studies to be done at fish processing facilities to examine what state of fecundity the fish are in.  

 I think we should use that data to time the areas of closure to best preserve a successful 
spawning event. If we can increase recruitment, this will benefit the industry as a whole. Effort should 
be made to make the closures as least cumbersome to the commercial community as possible. 

 

Capt Harvey Yenkinson…………….AP advisor Fluke, Scup, Sea bass 
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From: Ken Neill [mailto:jackcrevelle@msn.com]  
Sent: Monday, June 20, 2016 2:56 PM 
To: Kirby Rootes‐Murdy <krootes‐murdy@asmfc.org> 
Subject: RE: Additional Materials for June 22 SF/S/BSB Advisory Panel meeting 

I will not be able to make the meeting. A couple comments: 

Sea bass appear to be very abundant. Virginia's fishery is different than that to our north. Wintertime was 
when sea bass were the most important to our charter and private boat fisheries. Without collecting wave 1 
data, that was missed in the numbers. You can look at our trophy fish citation data from years when our 
wintertime fishery was open to the years it has been closed and you will see a huge difference in sea bass over 
5 pounds being registered by Virginia's recreational anglers. Someday, we would like our wintertime fishery 
back. 

Virginia's flounder fishery is not what it once was. I think that has more to do more with fish movement than 
the overall health of the stock.  

Dr. Ken Neill, III  
IGFA Representative  
President, Peninsula Salt Water Sport Fisherman's Association, Inc. 
Associate Commissioner Virginia Marine Resources Commission 
www.igfa.org 
www.pswsfa.com 
www.vbsf‐hookedup.net/healthygrin/ 
www.facebook.com/HealthyGrinSportFishing 
www.NeillDental.com  
www.facebook.com/NeillFamilyAndCosmeticDentalCare 
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Dancy, Kiley

From: Monty Hawkins <capt.montyhawkins@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 21, 2016 5:54 AM
To: Dancy, Kiley
Subject: Re: Materials for June 22 SF/S/BSB Advisory Panel meeting

Hi Kiley,  

Please send these calculations & letter to the AP.  

Sales are not strong. I cannot afford to attend this upcoming AP meeting.  

Thanks, 

Monty  

 

Good Folks,  

I understand NY now has a 3 sea bass limit & they must be 15 inches to keep. (perhaps 

age 4 or 5) Rhode Island will have a one fish limit later this summer.. When this 

regulatory cancer comes south, my already‐anemic business model will collapse.  

 

Prior to management, the For‐Hire industryʹs 5 year average annual landings was 3.6 

million sea bass. A huge proportion of those fish would have been age 1 (or even age zero 

in late fall.)  

 

At sea bass managementʹs dawning, when the first size limit was 9 inches, we landed (by 

MRFSSʹ calculation) .75 million sea bass. The following year it was .5 million.  

As these 3 million youngsters we were not catching & keeping aged, they grew into the 

size limit. Our 5 year average with no creel limit whatever (but a size limit from 10 to 12 

inches) was 1.3 million sea bass annually.  

 

In 2003, the second year of a 25 sea bass limit, the species quite nearly matched itʹs all time 

recorded high. (Which wouldnʹt begin to equal the stock in, say, 1950; but I havenʹt seen 

that graph. Thatʹs the real ʹrebuildingʹ target..)  

 

Still, by 2000 abundance was fantastic ‐‐ management a resounding success.  

After that initial stutter in ʹ98/ʹ99 as regulation first began; by 2000 were saving 2.3 million 

sea bass annually; fish that were no longer being kept ‐ but had recently been ‐ in early 

management.  
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Now many years into management, & assuming a 12 year average life, there should be 

roughly 27.6 million extra sea bass owing only to pre‐creel limit recreational management 

with no closures to be found..  

 

Because anyone who ever took a course in fisheries ʹknowsʹ it takes Big Old Fecund 

Females (BOFF) to ʹregenerateʹ a fishery with ample spawn, and because large female sea 

bass make the greatest part of todayʹs stock, the 27.6 million ʹsavedʹ fish should only be a 

base‐line for unprecedented many‐fold increases in spawning production. 

Then too a large swath of rocky SNE coast has newly become a spawning ground; a great 

& grand new region of warm shallow‐water reef contributing wonderfully to sea bass 

production ..while at its eastern edge seals have fully regained their southern historical 

habitat footprint.  

And, of course, today too we have long closed seasons‐‐growing longer.  

And we have ever‐increasing size limits.  

And we have shrinking creel limits.  

 

So, from that base of 27.6 million sea bass ʹsavedʹ at any one time with no creel limit and 

no closed season at all, there should now be an incredibly greater ʹsavedʹ sea bass 

population as regulationʹs grip chokes commerce nearly to death.  

 

Why isnʹt it working out?  

 

It it my conviction that allowing a lie, first called MRFSS & now MRIP, to hold a 

singularly important role in sea bass regulation that caused early managementʹs 

wonderful success to come undone.  

 

Today the For‐Hire fisheryʹs 5 year average is .5 million fish. From our pre‐management 5 

year average of 3.6 million sea bass per year ..to just .5 million. 

That should mean (without calculating new vast reaches of reef habitatʹs production & no 

rocket‐like spawning boost from BOFF) that at any one time thereʹs 36.4 million sea bass 

we did not take that we once would have. 

Be some big sea bass in that cohort...  

 

And weʹre overfishing? Ohhh! Itʹs the little plastic boats MRIP tells you now have greater 

power than factory trawl.. 

As Ajax, mightiest of mortal Greek warriors, fell into madness & roamed the night slaying 

sheep as his enemy; so too has todayʹs management gone mad.  
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Please. The incredible power of fisheries management cannot be found in calculations 

using data you know to be false.  

Historyʹs bookshelves sag deeply with ʺWe had to do itʺ ..no doubt humanityʹs darkest 

hours were always supported by the ʹbest available information.ʹ 

With knowledge of Factual Spawning Production most important near‐term; then Habitat, 

& Real Values For Recreational Catch allowing a factual extraction‐based regulatory 

model; the only cap to sea bass would be what population you desire.  

Kill an industry? ..or truly rebuild a fishery to its post WWII heyday.  

The path you choose decides.  

I wish you wisdom.  

Regards, 

Monty  

Capt. Monty Hawkins  

capt.montyhawkins@gmail.com  

Partyboat Morning Star 

http://morningstarfishing.com  

Ocean City, MD 

Your Query Parameters: 

Query:  MRIP CATCH TIME SERIES 

Year:  1990 ‐ 2015  

Wave:  ANNUAL 

Species:  BLACK SEA BASS  

Geographic Area:  NORTH AND MID‐ATLANTIC 

Fishing Mode:  ALL FOR‐HIRE MODES COMBINED 

Fishing Area:  ALL AREAS COMBINED 

Type of Catch:  HARVEST (TYPE A + B1) 

Information:  NUMBERS OF FISH 

**Review the glossary for a description of how the for‐hire survey methods have changed over time. 

Return to Query Page 

Estimate Status Year Common Name Total Harvest (A+B1) PSE

FINAL 1990 BLACK SEA BASS 2,180,198 12.2

FINAL 1991 BLACK SEA BASS 2,534,397 12.3

FINAL 1992 BLACK SEA BASS 1,960,095 11.8
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Estimate Status Year Common Name Total Harvest (A+B1) PSE

FINAL 1993 BLACK SEA BASS 4,537,560 25.3

FINAL 1994 BLACK SEA BASS 1,951,899 15.0

FINAL 1995 BLACK SEA BASS 5,130,781 18.1

FINAL 1996 BLACK SEA BASS 2,556,415 13.0

FINAL 1997 BLACK SEA BASS 3,922,326 10.5

FINAL 1998 BLACK SEA BASS 743,416 16.2

FINAL 1999 BLACK SEA BASS 586,774 15.4

FINAL 2000 BLACK SEA BASS 1,787,573 12.7

FINAL 2001 BLACK SEA BASS 1,793,849 8.0

FINAL 2002 BLACK SEA BASS 2,036,765 7.0

FINAL 2003 BLACK SEA BASS 2,034,865 5.8

FINAL 2004 BLACK SEA BASS 669,047 20.4

FINAL 2005 BLACK SEA BASS 527,479 14.1

FINAL 2006 BLACK SEA BASS 699,306 10.9

FINAL 2007 BLACK SEA BASS 895,911 10.8

FINAL 2008 BLACK SEA BASS 466,279 14.2

FINAL 2009 BLACK SEA BASS 417,427 11.6

FINAL 2010 BLACK SEA BASS 454,642 13.1

FINAL 2011 BLACK SEA BASS 278,468 17.4

FINAL 2012 BLACK SEA BASS 675,907 11.7

FINAL 2013 BLACK SEA BASS 261,634 10.6

FINAL 2014 BLACK SEA BASS 733,013 11.4

FINAL 2015 BLACK SEA BASS 1,085,221 13.9
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From: ARTHUR D SMITH [mailto:artsmith@gotricounty.com]  
Sent: Monday, June 20, 2016 5:11 PM 
To: Kirby Rootes‐Murdy <krootes‐murdy@asmfc.org> 
Cc: James Fletcher <unfa34@gmail.com> 
Subject: Comments for upcomong meeting. 

Kirby 

I will not be able to attend the meeting in Baltimore.  I have read all of the information you have 
provided and would like to offer the following input. 

1. The scup fishery seems to be fine; no one is complaining about anything therefore I would say
maintain the status quo. 

2. There seems to be alot of controversy concerning BSB.  Some advisors are suggesting the stock is
alot stronger than the scientists say.  I have no idea.  For the recreational side I would suggest the 
following. 

a. A coastwide quota and a coastwide opening date
b. None of this state by state "conservation equivelancy"  I realize this has already been enacted but
to me it does not make any sense.You should be able to catch x amount of fish in NY, NJ, CT with all 
seasons the same.  This would eliminate alot of the bickering going on now.  If the fish happen to be 
in NY this year and not NJ well that is just the way it goes. 
c. Something new; change the possession limit from numbers of fish to pounds of fish.  If you want to
go fishing buy a scale just like the commercial guys have to. 
For the commercial side 
a. a coastwide quota and coastwide posssession limit with seasons similar to scup.  No state by state
quota. 

3.Summer Flounder
a. For the recreational side I would suggest the same measures as I suggested for BSB.

For the commercial side I suggest the status quo be maintained as to allocation, size limits, landing 
restrictions etc.  There is talk that the stock has shifted north and that changes need to be made.  I 
would argue that "effort" has shifted north because of gear restrictions (TEDS) and inlets that remain 
non-navigable in southern waters not because of declining stocks.  The North Carolina fleet was 
responsible for most of the landings in the base period regardless of where the fish were landed.  The 
North Carolina fleet built this fishery and I do not want to see it taken away.  The status quo is 
aggravating in many respects now but it is preferable to the  North Carolina fleet losing quota. 

   Having said all of the above I still feel the biggest problem in fisheries management is dead 
discards.  Nothing is a bigger waste than this.  A solution to the discards issue should be the top 
priority of fisheries managers. 

Thank you, 

Art Smith 
North Carolina 



1. What factors have influenced catch in recent years for summer flounder, scup, and

black sea bass?

a. Market or economic issues? (e.g., fish prices, fuel prices, overall economy,

etc.)

1. The most important influence for any of the fisheries listed above

are fuel prices. The higher the fuel prices, fishermen are less

willing to travel farther offshore for a relatively small quota of fish

unless there is a larger weekly trip limit and they are less likely to

spend several days trying to find fish. This has not occurred in the

last two years, but when prices were around $5 a gallon, the fleet

was definitely stymied economically.

2. Weather- in the winter of 2015, many of the northeast ports

(NJ/NY/CT/RI/MA were frozen in for a long period of time, the

fleet could not leave the harbor so the overall catch of many of

those stocks during the early winter months may show the quota

for that time period was not caught.

3. Markets continue to improve for the scup fishery, and the price per

pound in the winter was often more than $1 per pound in 2016.

4. In New York, due to poor accounting and/or late dealer reporting,

the commercial fluke fishery for three out of the last four years was

closed completely in the months of November and December, at

great economic hardship during a time when the price for fluke is

often the best of the year due to the holidays.

b. Environmental or ecological issues? (e.g., weather, predator/prey issues,

etc.)

1. See A2.

2. Same story as in past years, abundance of black sea bass, their

range seems to have widened, eating a lot of bug lobsters.

c. Management or regulatory issues? (e.g., management-induced effort

shifts, regulatory discards, etc.)

1. State by state quotas on fluke continue to disenfranchise NY comm

fishermen. A coast wide quota or a scup-like quota model with two

federal coast wide periods and a summer state by state, with more

comparable percentages, should be created.

2. Scup quotas in the Winter 1 period should be removed so that the

commercial sector has the opportunity to catch their quota. For far

too long, unrealistic and artificially low quotas have held the

commercial sector to a lower catch, thereby opening the door to

quota reallocation under the guise of not being able to catch the

quota. If the quotas were to be removed, the comm industry could

catch the quota.

3. Shortening the summer period for scup by one month so that

October becomes part of the Winter 2 period. This would increase

the amount of quota available per day for the summer period, and

allow industry an attempt to actually catch all of their quota in the

Winter 2 period.

Comments from Bonnie Brady, 6-22-16



4. Council staffers have to get a better handle on the poundage for

landing trips for scup. For the last three years at council meetings

we have been told that NY did not have any 50,000 pound trips

when we have had many. Each year the staffer says that 50g trip

limits don’t exist and each year I’m forced to get up and correct

them. EVTR data specifically lists the overall amount of fish by

dealer, and overall catch.  Would be more than glad to work with

council staff so that this error is not repeated for this year.

d. Other factors?

2. What other issues or concerns does the AP want to highlight?

a.

3. What comments does the AP have on the Council’s list of research

recommendations for summer flounder, scup, and black sea bass?

Comments from Bonnie Brady, 6-22-16



Dancy, Kiley

From: Skip Feller <sfeller3@verizon.net>
Sent: Tuesday, June 21, 2016 6:18 PM
To: Dancy, Kiley
Subject: Re: Materials for June 22 SF/S/BSB Advisory Panel meeting

Hey Kiley,   I'm not going to make it tomorrow. Really my only comments are status quo!   Especially now that we are 
trying to align the blueline season and the sea bass season! And it is very important not to lose any of our 15 fish bag 
limit  
Thanks 
Skip Feller 
Rudee Angler 

Sent from my iPhone 6s Plus 
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Dancy, Kiley

From: Monty Hawkins <capt.montyhawkins@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 21, 2016 8:06 PM
To: Dancy, Kiley
Cc: Kirby Rootes-Murdy; Beaty, Julia; Luisi, Michael; Boreman, John; Moore, Christopher; Robins, Rick; 

Anderson, Lee
Subject: Smoking Gun.. Re: Materials for June 22 SF/S/BSB Advisory Panel meeting

Good Folks, (Kiley ‐ as a comment please..) 

This is the second paragraph of the MAFMCʹs ʺBlack Sea Bass Fishery Information 
Document June 2016" (Sentence numbers mine) 
(1) Black sea bass are protogynous hermaphrodites, meaning that they are all born female but most later transition to 
males, usually around 2-5 years of age. (2) Male black sea bass are either of the dominant or subordinate type. Dominant 
males are larger than subordinate males and develop a bright blue nuccal hump during the spawning season. (3) About 
half of black sea bass are sexually mature by 2 or 3 years of age and about 20 cm (about 8 inches) in length. (4) Most 
black sea bass greater than 19 cm (about 7.5 inches) are either in a transitional stage between female and male or have 
fully transitioned to the male stage. (5) Studies have shown that fishing pressure can decrease the age of transition from 
female to male. (6) Black sea bass reach a maximum size of about 60 cm (about 24 inches) and a maximum age of about 
12 years.1,2

*******

Great Scott. What a mess.. I donʹt even know where to begin.  

The highlighted section is what we saw pre‐management in about a quarter to a third of 

the total population. These transition patterns continued into early management until 

1999 or 2000. I have never seen ALL sea bass transitioned to male.. 

The work transitions are sourced from Reinboth, 1965; & Lavenda, 1949; (via Kendallʹs 

1977 Sandy Hook ʺblue bookʺ & here Dave Packer & John Mandersonʹs 2007 re‐edit) 

Biologists once thought sea bass 17 cm (6.6 inches) were age two. Sentences 1, 3, 4, & 5 all 

use the old age to length guides‐‐which are fabulously wrong.  

Today we know 5.5 to 9 inch fish are age one.  

Yup. They grow quick & can mature fast like mahi‐mahi. (or we can slow that quick 

maturity down ‐ have..) 

Sentence 2 is, I believe, a work in progress. No one has documented spawning behavior of 

sea bass at sea. We have no idea if subordinate males actually participate ‐ we donʹt even 

know how fertilization takes place. Broadcast? Nesting? No one knows.. But we do see 

females in bowls adjacent to reefs... (in my experience, nuccal humps are key to judging 

spawning production. The younger we see them, the more productive our regionʹs stock 

is.) 

In sentence 4 we see the vast difference between then & now. Last year my crew & I saw 

just one under 9 inch male sea bass ‐ the rest were female. This year, (I think because last 
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yearʹs spawning stock was so dismal,) we are seeing more small males ‐ but nowhere near 

50% & 7.5 inches.  

We may know today that these are solidly age one fish, but previous works before aging 

was refined certainly would have had their lengths correct.  

Sentence 5 shows the key to finding managementʹs greatest effect in a species with 

spawning site fidelity.. By creating an enormous spawning population of young sea bass, 

early management sent the population into record territory.  

However, once sea bass behaved as though their habitat was at capacity (a trick of size 

limit & not actual population) spawning production tapered sharply as age at maturity 

stretched out to age 3 & 4 (or eleven to thirteen inches..) 

Sentence 6 shows Lavendaʹs top age. Curiously, this biologist also thought female sea bass 

were never larger than 13.5 inches (34 CM) ‐ yet females larger than that are an 

everyday/every client occurrence today.  

There are more large females than ever before ‐ ever. Yet production is ham‐strung in 

small malesʹ absence.....  

This is your ʺBest Available Scientific Informationʺ & woefully out of date.  

When matched with MRIPʹs failings, you can see how NOAA/NMFS & 

Council/Commision managementʹs ʺBest Available Scientific Informationʺ strikes fear in 

the hearts of fishers just as the Terrors chilled French aristocracy in 1793. 

Sea bass to the guillotine.. 

We all see the sea bass fisheryʹs regulatory death coming. For some itʹs already here.  

Some modern age at weight work below.  

Regards, 

Monty  

Age WAA (g)  
Age/weight from: Estimating Black Sea Bass Natural Mortality Using Several Methods - Julie L. Nieland and Gary R. 
Shepherd ‐ October 2011  
Conversion to pounds and brackets ( ) here from M. Hawkins and of no association to the authors.  
Length Conversions Computed From "BSB Probability of Age at Length Key ‐ G. Shepherd" by M. Hawkins. No one at 
Woods Hole has reviewed these simple computations..  
As all living things, some individual fish grow faster - we know a 4 year old sea bass @ 20.5 inches will weigh more than 
1.9 pounds..  
(0 - <0.25 lbs - 0 to 5.5 inches)  
1 ‐ 112.92g ‐ 0.25 lbs‐ 5.5 to 9.1 inches.  
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2 ‐ 243.19g ‐ 0.54 lbs‐ 8.7 to 12.2 inches.  
3 ‐ 395.48g ‐ 0.871 lbs ‐ (3 to 4 yrs) 10.6 to 16.1 inches.  

4 ‐ 604.69g ‐ 1.33 lbs‐ (4 to 7 yrs) 13.4 to 20.5 inches.  

5 ‐ 861.95g ‐ 1.90 lbs ‐ (5 to 9 yrs) 16.5 to 22.0 inches.  

6 ‐ 1279.68g ‐ 2.82 lbs ‐ Over 20 inches just becomes too fuzzy.. 

7 ‐ 1542.01g ‐ 3.4lbs 

8 ‐ 1821.36g ‐ 4.01lbs 

9 ‐ 1974.56g ‐ 4.35 lbs 

10 ‐ 2658.4g ‐ 5.86 lbs 
11 ‐ 3149.8g ‐ 6.94 lbs 
12 ‐ 3689.1g ‐ 8.13 lbs 



From: JDHLCL@aol.com
To: Dancy, Kiley
Subject: ap meeting
Date: Tuesday, June 21, 2016 4:18:22 PM

Hello Kiley, Julia,Kirby
        Unfortunatley,i can not attend tomorrows meeting.Too much squid around and the quotas filling up
fast!!!!! I would like to briefly share my thoughts on each fisheries performance, as well as the summer
flounder amendment,

        As an offshore commercial fisherman (Dragger) I am extremely upset with the recent cutbacks in the
scup and summer flounder TAC .I can honestly say each one theses fisheries is performing exceptionally
well and seabass is totally mismanaged.

        The trawl survey wants us all to believe scup are disappearing, fluke are extinct, and black seabass
is caught by accident..We all know this is far from the truth..If it were not for the bigelow towing around a
net that is not performing correctly, breaking down every other year and ending the survey later and later
each year,( by the way if climate change is really occuring, the survey should be done earlier, when the
fish are not migrating inshore) no cut backs would have occured.

        I dont have a lot to say about seabass other than,the fishermans cries ,both recreational and
commercial, must not go unheard..they are everywhere..I mean right to the Hauge line .Anecdotal
information needs to be more highly regarded in the quota setting process  .
        I strongly believe that the current legal codend size for seabass should be raised to the same as
scup. For that matter so should  the quota...With seabass quotas as low as they are there is no reason to
tow around anything smaller than 5 inch mesh.

        As for summer flounder,boats are seeing all years classes and plenty of them. I believe the poor
performance of the Bigelow is directly responsible for the missing year classes of fluke.
       It is time the council starts to incorporate this into their decision making process..  there is already too
much risk uncertainty assigned into the process..I can say the center of the biomass is definetly moving
north and east..more so the last decade.

        The scup population is healthy..there is a few very large years classes of small scup that will be
coming into the fishery in the next few years..Scup,being a data poor species and using a data poor
research vessel make for very trying times for commercial fisherman. To get an accurate assessment of
the scup population a rope/big mesh net needs to be towed.
        I just had this thought the other day and it may not be appropriate,but, what effect are the pound
traps in RI having on the scup population and price..Do they operate under state quotas or do they have
an exemption.
It always seems like when the traps catch the fish they cant even give them away.the scup biomass is
also moving to the northeast but not nearly as fast as summer fliounder..

            The Summer Flounder Amendment
    I believe it is imperative for the council to continue to explore landings flexibility..It can be easily
implemented using VMS...If this proves to be to challenging, a winter period (DEC-April) coastwide quota
would be the next best alternative. But it would come at a cost .It will defineity end the directed summer
flounder  fishery for large offshore vessels.(the traditional user group) and  redirect a lot of their effort into
other mid atlantic fisheries.. It would also create a new fleet of small vessels that then make summer
flounder there target species. In my eyes it would be a reallocation of the resource to a non traditional
user group and once again disenfranchise the large offshore boats
        As for latent effort,addressing this will be a slippery slope. Every state has very different landings
limits from next to nothing to tens of thousands of pounds. the qualifiers would have to be extemely low..
As for a tiered system,the fact that fish in federal waters are managed by individual states would make
this a very flawed process..given that there is not equal access right now.

mailto:JDHLCL@aol.com
mailto:kdancy@mafmc.org


        It is important to realize landings flexibility reduces discards, especially regulatory, as does a
coastwide winter period quota

 Both methods make fishing safer reduce fuel comsumption and bring a better product to the market..

Thanks Hank Lackner
F/V Jason & Danielle
Montauk NY



To:  Kirby Rootes-Murdy

From:  John (Jack) Conway, Advisory Panel Member (CT)

RE:  Response to questions posed in the Discussion Document

DT:  06-27-16

Introduction:  My comments are based on over 50 years of recreational fishing in Long
Island Sound and tailored to reflect what I consider is fair to the commercial sector and
the recreational fishing public (including bait and tackle shops).   Since I don’t fish 
commercially or run a party or charter boat my viewpoints are not influenced by my
financial interests.  My viewpoints tend to reflect the opinion of the largest recreational
group (private boat owners).

Apologies on not being able to attend the meeting in person.

Specific comments to questions in the AP Discussion Document:

Commercial Recreational Allocation:  a slight change in allocation is in order due to the
intense interest in summer flounder.  My suggestion is 50/50 allocation.

Landings/Harvest based allocation or allocation including discards:  keep the
landings/harvest model in place.  Discards are an issue and should be addressed but
the current methodology appears to work well as a management tool.  If discards could
be retained (small fish that are mortally wounded) a different discussion is in order.
(Note my comments on cumulative length limit).

Conservation Equivalency:   while unpopular with some states, conservation
equivalency is very important for the waters of Long Island Sound.   Since boats from
NY and often cross the dividing line while fishing,   having somewhat common
regulations are important.  In reality many CT landed summer flounder are from NY
waters.  In addition, CT has a small recreational allocation and trying to micromanage
CT recreational landings at the state level is more than problematic.

Alternative Recreational Allocation:  there is a need to go back and reexamine the
allocations based on 1998 data that are used to set regional measures.  This will help
with distribution/availability of stock.

Sector Separation:  I’m totally against sector separation.  Since the majority of fish are
landed by private boat anglers (89%) it is very “unfair” to privatize a portion of the
recreational quota for a few boats.   In my chats with private boat based anglers all
across the state of CT, no one is in favor of this option.   The current disaster in the Gulf



of Mexico with red snapper is a great example of what happens when this route is
taken.

Since landings for the Party/Charter group have decreased over the past 10 years,  the
logic of implementing sector separation in the summer flounder fishery is even more
suspect.   In the big picture the private boat based angler is under represented in the
advisory panel process.

Shore Mode:  it would appear that we are trying to micromanage landings that are only
4% of the landings.  Just include it in the larger recreational landing mode.  I oppose a
separate quota for the shore mode.

Recreational Discards Discussion Topics:

Slot limit – I’m against a slot limit, in general summer flounder can be wounded during
landing and often suffer eye wounds as well.  The point being releasing a large fish that
could be doomed to die or is blind is problematic at best.

Cumulative length limit – this concept is fascinating, while it can be tough to implement I
think it’s a great idea and would impact discards while allowing harvest.  Enforcement
would likely not like the idea, to get around that issue my suggestion would be to require
anglers to use a “stringer” to keep fish separate.   I typically fish with 2 other anglers in
my boat – total of three anglers fishing.  All retained fish go in a common cooler.   Under
the stringer scenario, anglers would need to identify “the fish they are keeping” via a
stringer (rope line device attached through the gills to keep fish separate).   Under the
stringer scenario,  the 3 anglers in my boat (including me) would be required to keep
summer founder on 3 separate stringers to differentiate who landed what fish.  All 3
stringers would be in the same cooler.

Recreational Gear Requirement Discussion Topics – I assume you are considering
mandating the use of circle hooks.   I don’t think this is realistic in the summer flounder
fishery.   I have no issue with non-regulatory recreational gear recommendations.

Recreational data collection – the current process is flawed, suggestion is to ask for
volunteers to report landing data via the current and varied state fishing license
(registration) systems.   It would be great to actually look at were fish are actually
harvested versus landed (NY/RI fish coming to port in CT.)   One would need to be
careful to capture data from both the casual fisherman versus the “pros”  (the old adage
that 10% of the fisherman catch 90% of the fish is often true in the private boat fishing
community).

Thanks – Jack
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Dancy, Kiley

From: Beaty, Julia
Sent: Wednesday, June 29, 2016 9:12 AM
To: Dancy, Kiley
Subject: FW: What is Salmon Ranching? | Alaska Salmon's Blog | Salmon Farming and Ranching in Alaska

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: James Fletcher [mailto:unfa34@gmail.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, June 29, 2016 7:50 AM 
To: Beaty, Julia <jbeaty@mafmc.org> 
Subject: What is Salmon Ranching? | Alaska Salmon's Blog | Salmon Farming and Ranching in Alaska 

http://www.alaskasalmonranching.com/what‐is‐salmon‐ranching/ 
Perhaps the Best Science should discuss a project like this for Summer  
Flounder,   Go to Yamaha Fisheries Journal Archives read the on Bastard   
Halibut  as a method to increase landings.  The SSC must defend the assumption that killing larger older females  rather 
than young females is best science.  while killing millions od discarded "undersize fish"   
also females. 
The SSC "DOES NOT QUESTION SCIENCE"  From Northeast Science Center what good is the SSC? Put the article on 
Halibut in front of the SSC to discuss please. 

‐‐  
James Fletcher 
United National Fisherman's Association 
123 Apple Rd. 
Manns Harbor, NC 27953 
252‐473‐3287 
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Dancy, Kiley

From: flukeman@aol.com
Sent: Monday, July 04, 2016 5:50 AM
To: Dancy, Kiley
Subject: Re: Materials for June 22 SF/S/BSB Advisory Panel meeting

Kiley, 

I would like to add some more comments with respect to the meeting. 

ADDITIONAL THOUGHTS 

1) The lack of trust of the recreational harvest data, had many of the audience suggesting alternative methods. It seems,
that a research program, thru grants.gov could produce options that those in the room many not realize are possible. The 
goal would be to collect data from at least 80 % of the trips taken for the three species that are of interest to our group. 
Once established and verified, expansion could be considered. 
2) Why do we not provide to the user base, the best methods of releasing fish to increase survival rates. The requirement
to release fish is at least 20 years old and the mortality figures forecast that decision. It is inconceivable, that management 
has not focused and provided best procedures for insuring successful release. 
3) Per the biomass indicated for scup, I suggest that the harvest level be increased significantly. This may shift some
pressure from BSB and SF from the recreational side. Commercially scup prices tend to make trips unprofitable when 
supply increases, so I do not see huge landing increases occurring. There is so much biomass room to encourage more 
effort, without immediate risk. 

MORE DETAILS ON MY MEETING COMMENTS 

Discards are an issue. Management has provided a vision(A) and made decisions that are not congruent with that vision. 
By accepting the FMAT rational, with respect to not reducing discards in the commercial summer flounder 
fishery, acceptance flies in the face of that vision. The actions speak volumes as to what this organization stands for. 
The request for proposal in 2015 Collaborative Research should have asked for full retention of catch AKA discard ban 
rather than study discard rates and methods of improvement. No method of releasing shorts can be better than not 
releasing them. If, as in the BSB fishery, you are allowed 15 fish, you would be required to stop fishing when you caught 
15 BSB. Under the present system, you may release multiples of 15 in order to retain your limit. With the variables of 
handling techniques and release predation, no one can realistically predict mortality. 

Update, Fluke in Raritan Bay 

I thought that the results thru last Tuesday could yield the recreational sector to exceed the catch limit by double. It 
seemed to be slowing down. I hear from Barnegat Bay, private boaters, that they also are having a great year on similar 
size fish (20-24"). Rhode Island is also having a great season.  
Raritan Bay fishery was stalled because of poor drifting conditions. They are back. Saturday 6/25 one of the party boats 
reported 17 limits. All reported multiple limits. These fish are big with three more ten pounders landed, two on one boat. 
History tells me that a new wave will be entering the bay during the next two weeks. The present body will fan out and will 
be available for harvest as they exit the bay. I can easily see that a recreational harvest of 15+ million pounds is possible. 
I knew that last year's low harvest was due to the cold water, but could also have been due to the declining biomass. I 
now question the declining biomass numbers. But, if this continues we should be out of breeding stock. If  good drifting 
conditions occurs, the record harvest will continue. 

Comprehensive Summer Flounder Amendment comments 

Objective 2...To my way of thinking reducing fishing mortality on immature summer flounder under scores the focus by 
management on the wrong effort. The statement could have read "on summer flounder or on mature summer flounder" 
and if accomplished would yield the results of increasing the biomass. Do we really believe the the recreational harvest of 
mainly female fish has no impact on spawning results? 
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Commercial/ Recreational Allocation 

I agree that both sides a should follow the same rules regarding payback. 
The data with regard to MRIP, causes question on both the comm and rec sides. The comm data is reasonably controlled.

Did not understand how management can see that specific data points are inaccurate and then conclude that the total, 
due to pluses and minuses canceling effect, obtains the correct answer. How did you know the correct answer? If you do 
know the correct answer, you do not need MRIP. 

Did not understand the point with respect to the allocation remaining landings/harvest based or catch based including 
discards. Discards are reduced in each sector to yield the allowable catch. Need to know what the difference, that is 
proposed. 

Recreational Measures and Strategies 

As long as we continue to allow discards, the only three variables are creel, season and size. Creel and season have 
been untouchable due to the devastating effect on the recreational support businesses. That leaves size. The 
concentration on harvesting females and the increase in discard mortality, must end, or we will be facing a fishery that 
cannot sustain itself. 

Slot Limits 

Prior to each meeting the calculations of what season and/or creel reduction needs to be accomplished in order to allow a 
single fish per 1/2" reduction. Having this will allow for realistic discussions rather than blue sky, with no cost association. 

Gear Requirements 

As above proper handling techniques should be provided by management. In an effort to reduced mortality stainless steel 
hooks should not be used. Also with the 18 ' minimum keeper, it should be recommended that a 7/0 hook be used. 

Carl Benson 
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